CONGRATULATIONS!! You are now a SKYDIVER!!
Skydiving is a modern game, often described as The SpaceAge Sport. Its progress and popularity has increased at a
phenomenal rate in Australia with over fifty-seven Clubs
and Centres around the Country. Skydiving has developed
into a major competitive and recreational sport for people
like you all over the world.
Enthusiasts give as much time and effort to
training and practice as participants in athletics
and other top Olympic sports. Skydiving is a
sport which presents a challenge for many
people. It is a sport of discipline, commitment
and most of all, FUN!

Your ticket to seeing the world!


Be part of a global community, with a

Dropzone in every major city (worth
going to!) Why not visit them all!
See the truly spectacular beauty of Earth,



from thousands of different locations across
the globe!


Be part of a wild and lively social scene,
making new friends all over the world! A
skydiver will always talk to a fellow

THE PARACHUTE SCHOOL
IS OFFERING YOU
THAT CHALLENGE!!



skydiver!
Experience the extreme adrenaline rush
thousands of times over! The only truthful way
to get high!! 14,000 ft HIGH!!!



The next step in your Skydiving
career is to obtain your 'A' License.

Build up your skills, choose your discipline,
practice and specialize, enter national and

This qualifies you to pack and use

international competitions, represent your
home Country and Dropzone, even walk away

your own parachute (more

with a Gold medal! Anything is possible in

commonly called 'rig'), and is the

Skydiving!!

next step to having even more fun as
you build on your existing skills. Of

Skydiving Disciplines for you to try out:











course, once you're using your own
equipment, jump prices drop
dramatically because you are no
longer paying for rig hire or
instruction. Jump prices then
generally range from between $30$40 per jump. As you progress in
your Skydiving career, you train for
the next level of license which has

Formation Skydiving / Relative Work
Freeflying
Vertical Relative Work
Style and Accuracy
Freestyle
Skysurfing
Wingsuit
Canopy Relative Work (‘CREW’)
Canopy Piloting (‘Swooping’)
And more being developed right now!

So what kind of flyer are YOU?!!

certain requirements and benefits.
Min.
jumps

Benefits

Min.
jumps

Benefits

Licence A

N/A

Can jump anywhere in the world on
your own rig! Jumps are cheaper!

Licence D

200

Can apply for an Instructor D rating,
allowing you to instruct on all AFF stages!

Licence B

50

Can apply for a Display licence (to
land in ovals), can do night jumps!

Licence E

500

Can apply for a Tandem Master rating,
allowing you to take tandem passengers!

Licence C

100

Can learn how to Skysurf, can begin
free-fall camera work!

Licence F

1000

Permitted to jump into tight areas such as
the M.C.G. on organized display jumps!

